Status IETF73

WG Last Call:
- draft-ietf-isms-tmsm-15.txt
- draft-ietf-isms-transport-security-model-10.txt
- draft-ietf-isms-secshell-13.txt

• Added Wes Hardaker as editor
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Transport Subsystem

- draft-ietf-isms-tmsm-15.txt
- IANA registry for transportDomains and prefixes
- Require prefix for new transportDomains
Transport Security Model
Transport Security Model

- draft-ietf-isms-transport-security-model-10.txt
- Prefixes make securityName to tmSecurityName mapping predictable and unique
- Added prefix-enable and error counters to MIB
- Removed transport-disable and transforms
- Removed LCD Table from TSM-MIB
- Editorial and organizational changes for consistency across ISMS documents
SSH Transport Model

- draft-ietf-isms-secshell-13.txt
- Server and client authn procedures
- Removed LCD Table from SSHTM-MIB
- Added user@ to SnmpSSHAddress
- Clarified mappings from SSH user-name to tmSecurityName for predictability
- Editorial and organizational changes for consistency across ISMS documents
Open Issues

- We believe all open issues have been closed
Thank You

• Questions?